France

The French market remains relatively stable: while filings are still slow. there have been signs of
revitalisation in the contentioussphere. Pressure on fees has been counterbalanced by a flight to
quality as clients increasingly return to the premium firms Listed in these tables, unconvinced by
the quality of service on offer at cheaper alternatives. As elsewhere, domain name issues and
AdWords are hot topics of the moment. Certain legislation has also been earmarkedfor an
overhaul under the Hollandeadministration; however, this is expected to have only a marginal
impact on trademark practice.

Cabinet Arnnngaud & tuerlai@
"'potent domestic practice" Cabinet Amimgaud &
Guerlain is one of France's foremost IP Litigation
boutiques; its qualiîy and n a m w focus on
advocacy make it "extremely visible in its niche".
Of its three partners. Stéphane Guerlain has the
highest profile for trademarks issues. One of the
leading operaton on the French market, name
partner Guerlain is "known to alland
acknowledged as a pre-eminent figure in this
field".
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ten & Overy LLP

Cabinet lieultkr Lakits Srleper
While rnost oiten mentioned for its strength in
patents. Cabinet Gaultier also boasts a "cast-imn"
trademark offering and takes its place alongside
the Likes of Cabinet Armengaud & Guerlain at the
head of the litigation table. One of France's most
seniorand revered IP litigaton, Geoffroy Gauüier
draws on his vast wealth of experience to remain
"one of the most dangemus courtmom opponents
there is". Anne Lakits Josse and DariuaSzleper
are hotly tipped up-and-corners who "take great
care and come very much recommended".

Mde Loymitb Nouil AARPI
Gide cuts a distinctive dash on the scene. as one
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&yng Monegber LLP

pmactivity'and lingui;tic skills a k a boon to
clients both within and outside France.
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